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Introductions need:

1- Hook (Way to start an essay)
2- Thesis
3- Your 3 reasons
4- Strong emotion
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Ways to Start an Essay

- What people need to know it that…

- Many people don’t know/think/realize…., but I’ve come to know/believe/think that…

- Sometimes in life…

- I have found…

- Sometimes people ask…. Well, I have found….

- What people need to know it that the schools their children attend and the teachers they have are nowhere 
near as important as the eduction that children receive at home.

- Many people don’t realize what great teachers dads are, but I’ve come to know that my dad is my most 
important teacher.

- Sometimes in life there is one person that stands out as having taught you a lot.

- I have found that my father taught me a lot when I was a child.

- Sometimes people ask me how I got to be so smart, or hard working. Well, I have found that I learned a lot 
from my father.
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Sometimes in life there is one person that stands out as having taught you 
a lot.  The person that has taught me the most is my father.  My father is my 
most important teacher.  He has taught me to work hard, help others, and be 
myself.  I am so lucky to have such a special person in my life.  He helped 
me become the person that I am today because he taught me so many 
valuable things.  

1- Hook (Way to start an essay)
2- Thesis
3- Your 3 reasons
4- Strong emotion
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Conclusions Need:

1- Strong lead
2- Restated thesis
3- Restated 3 reasons
4- Why other people should care
5- Strong end
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Ways to End an Essay

- In conclusion, I realize that…
- In conclusion, I think that…
- In conclusion, I realize that when I …., I feel…
- In conclusion, I hope that...
- In conclusion, (My thesis statement) is true.  Because this is true, it also true 
that...

Ways to End an Essay

- In conclusion, I realize that I am the person that I am today because of my 
father. 
- In conclusion, I think that my father has made me a wonderful, smart, and 
hardworking person.
- In conclusion, I realize that when I think about the important people in my life, I 
feel that my father is one of the most important.
- In conclusion, I hope that my father knows how much he has taught me.
- In conclusion, my father is my most important teacher is true.  Because this is 
true, it also true that I learned how to be a better person because of him.
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- Other people should care about this because…
- This is important because….

Conclusions Need:

1- Strong Lead
2- Restated thesis
3- Restated 3 reasons
4- Why other people should care
5- Strong End

In conclusion, I realize that I am the person that I am today because of my 
father. My father has been an important teacher to me.  He has taught me 
how to work hard, help others, and be myself.  Other people should care 
about this because most people have someone special in their lives that 
have been an important teacher.  I hope that my father knows how much he 
has taught me. 
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